Abstract-This paper presents a method for online trajectory planning in known environments. The proposed algorithm is a fusion of sampling-based techniques and model-based optimization via quadratic programming. The former is used to efficiently generate an obstacle-free path while the latter takes into account the robot dynamical constraints to generate a time-dependent trajectory. The main contribution of this work lies on the formulation of a convex optimization problem over the generated obstacle-free path that is guaranteed to be feasible. Thus, in contrast with previously proposed methods, iterative formulations are not required. The proposed method has been compared with state-of-the-art approaches showing a significant improvement in success rate and computation time. To illustrate the effectiveness of this approach for online planning, the proposed method was applied to the fluid autonomous navigation of a quadcopter in multiple environments consisting of up to two hundred obstacles. The scenarios hereinafter presented are some of the most densely cluttered experiments for online planning and navigation reported to date. See video at https://youtu.be/DJ1IZRL5t1Q.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE development of algorithms to enable mobile robotic systems to navigate in complex dynamic environments are of paramount importance towards fully autonomous systems performing complicated tasks. Recently, there has been great progress in online motion planning in structured environments, most notably for autonomous cars [1] , [2] . However, to achieve similar levels of autonomy in three dimensional unstructured environments further development is required. Such capabilities are critical, for instance, when involved in search and rescue missions inside collapsed buildings.
Among the most efficient methods available for motion planning of mobile robots are sampling-based methods [3] - [6] and optimization-based methods [7] , [8] . In the former category, algorithms such as Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRT) [3] , [4] or Batch Informed Trees (BIT*) [5] , [6] , have demonstrated to be effective in determining obstacle-free paths online. However, their extension to trajectory planning taking into account the robot dynamical constraints often results in time consuming algorithms that are no longer applicable online [9] , [10] . In the latter category, optimizationbased methods take advantage of the underlying mathematical model and have proven to be effective in handling the robot dynamical constraints [7] , [11] , [12] . The downside is that optimization problems often result in nonlinear programs [7] , [8] or Sequential Convex Programs (SCP) [12] - [14] for which no efficient solvers exist. This characteristic makes them unsuitable for online planning in cluttered environments.
To take advantage of the efficiency of sampling-based algorithms and the inclusion of the dynamical constraints in optimization-based methods, hybrid approaches have been proposed [11] , [15] - [17] . Among the most promising are CHOMP [16] and STOMP [17] . Both methods rely on the optimization of an objective function with smoothness and collision costs solved by functional gradient descent in CHOMP and by gradient-free candidate sampling in STOMP. Unfortunately, in cluttered environments reported results show low success rate, often converging to local minima or altogether failing to find feasible solutions. While hybrid approaches are promising, the main challenge for their broader use in online planning is creating formulations and heuristics that translate into optimization problems that can be solved efficiently, avoiding incremental or iterative solutions.
Regarding methods for trajectory planning in cluttered environments, in [8] semidefinite programming is used to segment the space into convex regions while a mixed-integer convex program determines the obstacle-free trajectory. Unfortunately results show infeasibility for online implementation since reported solutions are in the order of minutes. In [15] a freespace flight corridor is generated using an octree-based structure followed by a Quadratic Program (QP) formulation using connected polynomial functions for each overlapping convex region. The method assumes that each segment end-time is given, though, no methodology for automatically generating such times is provided. This is a major drawback as a bad selection may result in infeasible problems which will require iterative QP formulations, failing to provide an online solution. A similar approach is presented in [11] , in which collision-free paths are obtained using the asymptotically optimal version of the RRT algorithm (RRT*) proposed in [3] , followed by smooth trajectories generation using a QP that has to be solved iteratively to determine the total time of the trajectory. Since iterative solutions are undesirable for online implementations and furthermore, as noted in [15] , collisions may still occur as the trajectory deviates from the original path. To overcome this problem, the authors proposed to add intermediate waypoints, but no method to determine the number of waypoints needed is provided. In [14] a trajectory optimization algorithm inspired in CHOMP was presented, which organizes the workspace in convex regions to perform a SCP, improving the computation time of CHOMP but with the drawback that convex regions are hard to compute online. Also, inspired in CHOMP, in [18] an online trajectory optimization method for local replanning was presented. Unfortunately, it often converges to local minima or fails to find feasible solutions, obtaining a low success rate compared to sampling-based methods.
In this paper, a hybrid method for online trajectory planning in cluttered environments is proposed. Based on a path generated by a sampling-based planner a QP is defined taking into account the robot dynamical constraints. The proposed formulation ensures feasibility of the QP, avoiding the need to solve multiple optimization problems in an iterative or sequential fashion [11] - [14] . Comparisons with state-of-theart approaches, such as [13] and [14] , are presented showing superior performance in computation time and success rate. To illustrate its effectiveness, the proposed method was applied for the online planning of a palm-sized quadcopter in multiple scenarios consisting of up to two hundred static obstacles. These scenarios are some of the most densely cluttered for online planning of a quadcopter reported in the literature to date. One of these experiments is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
II. OUTLINE OF THE PROPOSED METHOD

A. Notation
Let B(p) be the smallest ball, centered in the robot's centroid with position p, containing the mobile robot. The center of B(p) is modeled as a free particle in a non-rotating frame with state x = p T v T a T T , where [·] T is the transpose operator, p is the position, v is the velocity and a is the acceleration of the particle. The configuration space of the particle is denoted by χ = [0, 1] d , with d ∈ {2, 3} as its dimension. The obstacle region is χ obsReal and the obstaclefree space is defined as χ Free = {p ∈ χ|B(p) ∩ χ obsReal = / 0}. The set of dynamical constraints defines a convex set of allowed states x = p T v T a T T that is denoted by X allowed .
B. Problem statement and outline of the method Problem 1: Consider a robot whose centroid is modeled as a free particle with dynamics described byṗ(t) = v(t), v(t) = a(t) where p, v, a ∈ R d and a(t) ∞ ≤ A max . Assuming knowledge of the environment (i.e. the obstacle region χ obsReal is known) and given the initial and final states,
∈ X allowed , respectively, find a trajectory and a time t f such that, x(0) = x start , x(t f ) = x goal and for all time t ∈ [0,t f ], p(t) ∈ χ Free and x(t) ∈ X allowed .
Modeling the center of the robot as a free particle is very effective, for instance, for the trajectory planning of quadcopters, since it has being demonstrated that smooth trajectories for each coordinate can be treated as independent reference outputs due to the differentially flat property [19] .
Our approach to solve Problem 1 is depicted in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . The first step, illustrated in Fig. 3a , is to generate an obstacle-free path η(s) ⊂ χ Free connecting p start with p goal ; where η(s) ⊂ χ Free . High-clearance paths are desired in order to avoid over-constraining the optimization problem. Hence, a sampling-based path planning technique capable of efficiently
(a) Generating a high-clearance obstacle-free path
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O b s t a c l e -F r e e P a t h generating such paths should be used (e.g. [20] , [21] ). The minimum distance m from the path η(s) to the obstacle region χ obs is used to set a design parameter . If a minimum separation m is required then the obstacles can be further inflated by m before the path planning algorithm is run. The next step is to generate a series of time-indexed waypoints ϖ[k] with associated hypercube regions Ω[k] of edge length 2 , as shown in Fig. 3b and Fig. 3c . These regions will be used later to introduce soft constraints in the formulation of the optimization problem. Note that in addition to the waypoints inserted at regular intervals along the path, an extra waypoint is added in each node η [s] . While these extra waypoints may be redundant in some cases, i.e., where the adjacent path segments don't present a drastic change of direction, they are used to guarantee existence of a trajectory solution. As illustrated in Fig. 3d , it is required that such a solution satisfies
; where the time step h is chosen as a function of and the maximum acceleration A max of the robot. Let K + 1 be the number of waypoints ϖ, then t f = Kh is the total time of the trajectory.
It is shown that following our formulation, the posed quadratic optimization problem is guaranteed to be feasible. Furthermore, let the separation b(t) between η(s) and p(t) be given by
The proposed method ensures that b(t) is bounded by 3 2 √ d, then p(t) ∈ χ Free for all t ∈ [0,t f ], as illustrated in Fig. 3e . This is also an important contribution since previous proposals reported in the literature either do not guarantee to be collisionfree, see e.g. [16] , [17] or only guarantee that a discrete trajectory generated by the QP formulation is collision-free but not the interpolated trajectory that is actually executed by the robot, see e.g. [12] . Moreover, they require iterative QP formulations with decreasing sampling time.
In many important situations, it is necessary to compute a new trajectory before the robot has completed its current plan. For example, a path that was previously open may have become blocked, or a new task may require the robot to move towards a different final destination. Hence, as depicted in Fig. 2 while the robot is executing the last solution of Problem 1 it should continuously check if a change of plan is required. Lett be the current time. If the conditions to replan are met then a new optimization problem is formulated with initial state x start ← x(t +t s ) and final conditions x goal , and a new trajectory is generated as described above. Otherwise, the trajectory in the interval [t,t + t s ] is committed to the trajectory tracking controller while the path related to the interval [t + t s ,t f ] is further refined, for a limited number of iterations, in search of improving the cost or the clearance of the solution, using asymptotically optimal methods [3] .
III. PRELIMINARIES: SAMPLING-BASED PATH PLANNING
Sampling based, or stochastic search methods to generate obstacle-free paths [4] - [6] , are popular due to their effectiveness at finding traversable paths while avoiding discretization of the state space. In this paper, collision-free path generation is illustrated using Informed Optimal Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (IRRT*) [22] . This algorithm improves the current solution iteratively via incremental rewiring, converging asymptotically to an optimal solution. While any other technique to generate a path could have been used, such as BIT* [5] or Regionally Accelerated BIT* (RABIT*) [6] , the IRRT* algorithm was selected because it allows anytime planning by limiting its solutions [23] . A brief review of the IRRT* algorithm [22] is presented in this section.
Assume that the initial position p start ∈ χ free and the final position p goal ∈ χ free are given. The aim is to find a path η * , that minimizes a given cost function c :
is the set of all feasible paths, i.e. η * = arg min η∈Σ(η) c(η). Following the standard RRT* algorithm [3] , [4] a new random node in χ Free is sampled and its neighbor nodes within a ball of radius r RRT * are rewired if this provides a path with lower cost function, where r RRT * = γ RRT * log(δ ) δ 1 d ; δ is the number of states in the tree and γ RRT * an appropriate constant given in [3] . This paper seeks to minimize the path length in R d , so the cost function c is based on the Euclidean distance. After a path has been obtained using RRT*, the IRRT* algorithm allows increasing the probability of reducing the cost of the solution in subsequent rounds of RRT* by restricting the sampling region. In [22] it is shown that the new nodes that may improve the cost of the path are necessarily contained in the ellipse defined by
where c best is the cost of the current solution. New nodes sampled from χ inform are generated by taking random samples x ball from a unitary d-ball and then mapped to χ inform using x ellipse = CLx ball + x centre , where
is a diagonal matrix, C ∈ SO(d) is the rotation between the origin of the d-dimensional Euclidean space and the vector p goal − p start and x centre = (p goal + p start )/2.
IV. OPTIMIZATION-BASED TRAJECTORY PLANNING
The QP formulation derived in this section integrates information from the obstacle-free path η(s) together with knowledge of the dynamical constraints of the robot. The problem is posed in such a way that the need for iterative solutions is avoided and the resulting trajectory is guaranteed to be collision-free, i.e. ∀t, p(t) ∈ χ Free .
To guide the solution of the QP and to ensure that the separation b(t) between the planned path η(s) and the final trajectory p(t) remains adequately bounded, K + 1 timeindexed waypoints ϖ[k] are placed along the path η(s). Each waypoint ϖ[k] has an associated set of soft constraints defining a hypercube region Ω[k], as illustrated in Fig. 3c . These constraints lead to
The time step h and the maximum velocity V max are obtained based on the value of the parameter and the maximum acceleration A max . This method ensures that a trajectory p(t) can always be found which travels from one hypercube region to the next in time h while the separation b(t) remains bounded by 3 2 √ d, as illustrated in Fig. 4 . Since there is a minimum clearance of m , this property guarantees a collision-free trajectory. In the following, this procedure is explained in greater detail. 
A. Problem constraints formulation
The generation of time-indexed waypoints is illustrated in Fig. 3b ; notice that
for some k. Thus, in addition to the generation of waypoints in-between two consecutive nodes, this procedure also adds two waypoints at each node η[s] of the path η, as illustrated in Fig. 3b and Fig. 4 . Furthermore, as illustrated in Fig. 3c , each waypoint ϖ[k] has an associated hypercube of edge length 2 defined by
The Ω[k] regions are used as constraints on the convex optimization problem restricting a solution of the trajectory p(t) to be one satisfying Fig. 3d ; where h is the time step hereinafter derived and K = |ϖ| − 1. Hence, if such constraints are satisfied, the total time of the trajectory along the path η is t f = Kh.
Problem 2: Based on the design parameter , the maximum acceleration A max and taking into account particle kinematics for motion with constant acceleration a[k] ∞ ≤ A max in t ∈ (kh, (k + 1)h], k ∈ 0, · · · , K, find V max and h such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
it holds that for t ∈ [kh, (k + 
satisfying the constraints on velocity and acceleration. Condition ii) applies when the particle moves between p[k] and p[k + 1] while it undergoes a sharp change of direction in the path. If this condition is satisfied then a trajectory satisfying the constraints on velocity an acceleration can change direction in a time h and continue satisfying such constraints. To account for such cases the formulation places two identical waypoints at the path node η[s], i.e.
. Finally, condition iii) implies that p(t) is also collision free since b(t) is bounded in such way that
It is shown, in Lemma 5-Lemma 7 in the Appendix, that a selection of V max and h solving Problem 2 is
It follows that there exists a collision-free trajectory p(t)
A max such that the separation b(t) between p(t) and η(s) is bounded by 3 2 √ d. Theorem 3: Let χ Free be the obstacle free space, η be an obstacle-free path connecting p start to p goal and V max , h defined by (2) . Then given , there exist a trajectory p(t) such that ∀t ∈ [0,t f ] where t f = Kh = (|ϖ| − 1)h, the following are satisfied:
and v goal Proof: The proof follows from Lemma 5 -Lemma 7.
B. Quadratic Program Formulation
In the following a QP to produce a trajectory for the robot is posed taking into account its dynamical constraints. This formulation, is based of the constraints derived in Section IV-A.
The objective function for the convex problem is formulated as a function of the acceleration by
where
is a vector of accelerations with a[k] ∈ R d as the acceleration at the discretization time k and the matrix H ∈ R dK×dK is a positive definite constant matrix. By selecting H appropriately a quadratic objective function of (p, v, a, j) can be obtained [13] . For instance, since jerk is given by
we obtain an objective function for minimizing jerk. Thus, the following convex optimization problem is defined: 
are linear functions of a[k] the optimization problem given in Problem 4 is convex. Moreover, notice that by Theorem 3 the posed QP formulation is feasible. This approach, unlike [11] - [13] , [24] , avoids iterative formulations.
V. RESULTS
The proposed algorithm was programmed in C++ and implemented on a PC running Ubuntu 14.04-LTS with Intel Core i5-3210M @ 2.50GHz and 4 GB of RAM. The QP is solved using Mosek [25] . First, benchmarking results are shown comparing our method with state-of-the-art algorithms based on simulations in various forest environments generated using the method in [26] . Then, we present experimental results obtained with a Crazyflie 2.0 [27] quadcopter in different three dimensional scenarios with varying number of obstacles and complexity -see video at https://youtu.be/DJ1IZRL5t1Q.
A. Benchmark results
The algorithm was compared against the Incremental SCP (iSCP) algorithm described in [13] and against CHOMP [16] . Simulations were run in different Poisson forest environments [26] with varying tree densities in a simulation space of 10m × 10m × 10m. The height of the trees was set following a uniform distribution between 5m to 10m. The start and goal positions for the mobile robot were selected randomly, such that the minimum travel distance was 8m starting and ending at rest with a maximum acceleration of 20m/s 2 . For each benchmark 500 tests were performed. ... Some parameters had to be selected for each algorithm. The iSCP was configured using a total time of 15 seconds and a discretization step of 0.2 seconds. In the case of CHOMP it was configured using a fixed value N of 100 points. These parameters were selected trying to balance the success rate and the computation time. They were set based on trial and error since no methodology is known to calculate them in advance. Finally, for the proposed algorithm, a minimum separation to the obstacles is required, as described in Section II. Thus, the obstacles were inflated by m , resulting in = 0.05. For path generation a goal region with a radius of 0.005m was specified. The IRRT* algorithm was run at most four rounds of path generation followed by refinement of the sampling region; the algorithm was stopped early if no reduction to the cost of the solution was obtained in the last round of RRT* compared to the previous round. Table I shows the benchmark results for a forest density of 3.2 trees/m 2 . The algorithms are compared in terms of their success rate, average mean path length, average maximum absolute velocity and average computing time. Although, the iSCP and CHOMP performed slightly better in path length and maximum velocity, respectively, the proposed approach excelled in success rate and its computing time was significantly lower. This success rate is inherited from the sampling-based path planning algorithm (which is probabilistic complete), since our method ensures the feasibility of the QP problem. Fig. 5 shows a benchmark where the tree density was varied between 0.7 and 3.2 trees/m 2 . Typical trajectories are shown in Fig. 5a . For ease of visualization, the thickness of the paths and the radius of the trees are not drawn at scale. The comparison on computing time and success rate are shown in Fig. 5b and Fig. 5c, respectively. 
B. Experimental Results
The test setup consisted of an Optitrack motion capture system with 15 infra-red cameras providing localization with sub-millimeter accuracy. The motion capture software and the trajectory planning algorithm were run on the same computer. The current position of the quadcopter and the corresponding reference point was broadcasted every 6 ms. The firmware of the Crazyflie 2.0 was modified to implement a custom nonlinear control algorithm for precise trajectory tracking.
The first scenario, shown in Fig. 6 , is a 3m×5m maze where the quadcopter had to navigate from an initial position inside the maze to a final goal. The task was repeated multiple times such that the goal of the last task became the initial position for the next. A new goal was generated by moving a marker inside the maze. The same maze environment was simulated in a computer, obtaining an average planning time of ∼ 100ms based on 500 trials with random start and end points.
The algorithm was also tested in a 3-dimensional scenario consisting of two hundred interwoven strings and twenty poles inside a volume of two cubic meters. This scenario, illustrated in Fig. 1 , is similar to the one presented in [8] which consisted of 20 interwoven strings. Planning times in the order of minutes were reported in that work compared to a fraction of a second in the present work. The scenario was manually mapped using the motion capture system. During the experiment, new goals were provided online to the quadcopter while it navigated inside the complex environment. For these experiments, the radius r of B(p) was selected to be 0.035m based on the quadcopter dimensions. Considering also a diameter of 0.005m for the strings and an average tracking error of 0.01m, the maximum resulted in 0.035m. The value of was set to 0.02. The maximum acceleration in these experiments was set to 20m/s 2 in each axis based on trial and error. Using these parameters, the algorithm took on average ∼ 300ms in a benchmark of 500 simulated trials.
Since the performance of the algorithm is affected by the desired minimum separation m , and as a consequence by the parameter , a benchmark varying the values of was performed for the same scenario. The results are presented in Table II where it can be seen that a low value of results in short trajectories, but higher computing time due to increased size of the QP problem. On the other hand, a large value of results in a smaller QP problem while a larger separation between the path and the trajectory is allowed and a higher-clearance is obtained, resulting in longer travels for the trajectories. Finally, it can be observed that the samplingbased planner takes longer to find a solution as is increased. This is expected since χ obs region size depends on .
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
An algorithm for online trajectory planning and replanning of mobile robots was presented. The proposed method uses a sampling-based planning algorithm to efficiently determine an obstacle-free path. Then, an optimization program takes into account the robot dynamical constraints to generate a time dependent trajectory. The main contribution of this method lies in the formulation of the optimization problem that is guaranteed to be feasible, avoiding iterative formulations. The effectiveness of this method was shown by applying it to the online planning of a quadcopter in multiple scenarios consisting of up to two hundred obstacles. The scenarios presented herein are some of the most obstacle-dense scenarios reported to date for online planning of a quadcopter.
Our approach was contrasted with state-of-the-art algorithms showing a significant improvement in computation time and success rate, which demonstrates its effectiveness for online planning in obstacle-dense environments.
As for future work, we aim to apply the algorithm in complex dynamic environments as well as its extension to multi-agent planning in obstacle-dense environments. (2) implies A max = 2V max h . Then, with the acceleration
is obtained that Proof: The proofs will be performed independently for each coordinate of the new coordinate system.
